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ABSTRACT

Several web-native information visualization methods (SVG,
HTML5’s Canvas, native HTML) are studied to contrast their per-
formances at different data scales. Using Java implementations of
parallel coordinates and squarified treemaps for comparison, we ex-
plore the design space of these web-based technologies in order to
determine what design trade-offs are required.
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Index Terms: I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Gen-
eration, H.3.5 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Online Infor-
mation Services—Web-based Services, I.3.8 [Computer Graphics]:
Application—Visualization

1 INTRODUCTION

Web-based visualization technologies enable users from many ge-
ographic locations to access, explore, play with, and understand
data world-wide. Such interaction has a long history in scien-
tific [3,4,7,12,17,25,26] and information visualization [5,18,19,21]
and has seen a recent resurgence in the larger context of social vi-
sualization [1,14,22,23]. These visualizations are enabled by web-
embedded applications, usually small applets written in program-
ming languages such as Java or Flash. While interpreters for such
languages are common on web-platforms, it is worth exploring al-
ternative means of visualization content delivery for devices with-
out such capabilities (e.g., mobile devices) or for situations where
dynamic composition of web-services (“mash-ups”) are desirable.
In this work, we explore different approaches to web-native infor-
mation visualizations in order to map out the possible design space.

Web-native technologies include vector graphics (SVG [13]),
2-dimensional raster graphics (HTML5’s Canvas [15]), and 3-
dimensional modeling (VRML and its successor X3D [24]). Inter-
action is provided by judicious use of Javascript. These formats are
“web-native” in that they are document-like descriptions of the dis-
play rather than compiled code, and thus integrate naturally into the
mark-up structure of HTML. Contemporary browsers support dif-
ferent aspects of these technologies, and it is anticipated that such
support will improve over time. As our interest is 2D information
visualization, we focus on SVG and Canvas as our experimental
native architectures; Java is used as our control architecture. These
three technologies were used to implement both parallel coordi-
nates [16] and squarified treemaps [8, 20]. A native HTML version
was also tested for treemaps. These seven implementations form
the basis of our scalability study.

The purpose of this work is to enumerate the strengths and weak-
nesses of web-native information visualization technologies by us-
ing scalability studies. In addition, we seek to determine how the
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utilization of these technologies differs from interaction with tra-
ditional graphics programming environments. This study provides
guidance for the design of web-native visualizations and serves to
illuminate areas where further research into alternative approaches
may be desirable.

2 BACKGROUND

Web-based visualizations range from fully server-based to fully
client-based (“thin-client”) [25], though thin-client approaches
dominate [3–5, 7, 12, 14, 17–19, 21–23, 25, 26]. Whereas thin-client
applets can be made interactive, traditional pure web interfaces have
always suffered from slow responsiveness due to the necessity of
round-trip communication to update results. This state of affairs
recently changed as pure web interfaces gained the ability to inter-
actively update web-pages via asynchronous server communication
initiated by Javascript events. Applications such as Google Maps
and Google Mail demonstrate the effectiveness of this “AJAX”-
based approach.1 In addition, the aforementioned web-native dis-
play languages (SVG [13], HTML5’s Canvas [15], and X3D [24])
provide XML or Javascript dialects which can be easily integrated
into HTML. Already, rich thin-client visualizations have been pro-
vided for geographical visual analytics using SVG [11]. However,
the data used in this setting was small in scale (300 edge and 200
node graphs [11]). Thus, a question remains outstanding: How
scalable are these web-native technologies for visualization? To
understand this scalability, we must first understand the methods’
design.

This study utilizes SVG, HTML5’s Canvas, and some na-
tive HTML to create visualizations. Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) [13] is an XML dialect used to describe vector graphics
wherein images are composed of drawing elements rather than
raster pixel colors. In this context, a picture consist of a list of paths,
basic shapes, and text—each with its own appropriate graphical at-
tributes. These are specified by XML elements such as <path>
and XML attributes such as fill. It is then up to the web browser
or SVG client to rasterize the vector image description. Because of
this vector format, SVG visualizations can be very concise—only
the elements making up the depiction need be specified, rather than
the entire pixel plane. However, if the number of visual elements
exceeds the equivalent raster image size, then the vector representa-
tion becomes memory intensive. This behavior will factor into the
performance of our SVG parallel coordinates implementation.

The HTML5 specification is a candidate successor for current
HTML/XHTML implementations, and is designed specifically for
rich web-based applications [15]. Many of HTML5’s additions
add user interface or interaction elements. For example, this study
makes use of the HTML5 <canvas> element to describe imme-
diate mode 2D raster graphics. Given a region of screen space,
elements are rendered to the canvas by using Javascript interpreted
by the browser. Since this rendering is procedurally generated, only
the final image must be stored in memory once the Javascript code
is executed; the canvas raster image is cached and only re-generated
on request. This contrasts to SVG, where the entire document struc-
ture (the vector commands) must be stored indefinitely to generate

1Such technology had been possible previously, but only since 2005 has
wide support for it been available in the majority of web-browsers [2]
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Figure 2: Canavs parallel coordinates implementation (Full disclination dataset)

Figure 1: Java parallel coordinates implementation (Cars dataset)

the graphics. However, with HTML5’s canvas element, the text of
the code must still be loaded or dynamically generated before exe-
cution, which increases page transmission or load time.

HTML, through style sheets, has its own limited graphical sub-
set consisting of styled box rendering [6]. Thus, HTML can be used
to directly depict images represented only by boxes and text. Each
non-inline element in HTML is considered to be a rectangle for lay-
out purposes. The size, color, and other visual characteristics of this
box are controlled by style attributes specified by the HTML source
or by a linked style file. Since treemaps are formed of nested boxes,
and because HTML elements can easily be rendered as boxes, we
used HTML <div> elements as a web-native rendering method, to
study its applicability.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The performance of each of the web-native architectures was mea-
sured in regards to two different types of visualizations: parallel
coordinates and squarified treemaps. The implementation of each
visualization was kept as similar as possible so that differences in
display or response time would be due to the performance differ-
ences of the respective architectures. Each method was tested on
Mac OS X 10.5.2 and Windows Vista using the latest versions of
the Firefox (2.0.0.12) and Safari (3.0.4) web-browsers. Internet Ex-
plorer was not extensively used as it lacked support for HTML5 and
native SVG. Tests were performed on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core Duo
chip MacBook Pro with 4GB of 667 MHz DDR2 SDRAM, and an
NVidia GeForce 8600M GT card with 256 MB of video memory.

For each visualization, a web page was loaded and then selec-
tion was done randomly by hand; previous random-based selec-
tion did not sufficiently cover different areas of selection. The web
page was forced to redisplay in order to generate layout (creation
of the SVG/Canvas structures), display (actual rendering), and se-
lection times. For the parallel coordinates tests, the time required
to load the data file was also recorded. For each visualization sys-
tem, these performance values were sampled 100 times except in
instances where initial poor performance times made acquisition

of 100 samples unfeasible. In some instances, the web browsers
crashed repeatedly, completely preventing data acquisition; how-
ever, all successful tests times were recorded and averaged.

3.1 Parallel Coordinates Implementation

In this study, all parallel coordinates implementations load datasets
in two structures: One for axes, and the other for data lines. The
axes data structure encodes the display location of each axis and the
minimum/maximum values on that axis; an incidental effect of this
choice is a built-in capacity for efficient reordering of the displayed
axes. The data lines consult the relevant data axis to determine their
intersection along the axes, repeating this process for each axis and
data line. Brushing of data using a mouse-controlled “highlight”
line is used for selection; axes can also be repositioned.

The Java applet (Figure 1) does not record separate line layout
and display times, since the lines are laid out during the display
process. The HTML5 Canvas implementation (Figure 2) utilized a
similar code structure, with the following changes: Javascript func-
tions, called when the web page finished loading, pulled data from
the server using asynchronous XMLHTTPRequests, constructed
the display data structures as the data loaded, then handled inter-
action. Since the <canvas> element does not support text, sepa-
rate HTML elements were used for axis labels. Their position was
updated by Javascript whenever the axes were reordered.

The SVG implementation differs from the Canvas implementa-
tion in two ways. First, the SVG document contains actual render-
ing positions after the data is parsed; these positions are updated
if an axis is moved. Secondly, the display is grouped into three
sets of drawing primitives: Axes, selected lines, and non-selected
lines. Initially, a path was used for each data line (either selected
or not); however, because of performance issues, paths are created
such that each path is not larger than 100,000 characters. Separate
path groups are used for selected and non-selected data lines.

3.2 Squarified Treemap Implementation

The treemap implementations each parse a file containing a flat-
tened file hierarchy. Each line of the input files consists of a file
path and an associated size. This information was used to extract
the tree hierarchy, stored as Java or Javascript objects. Given a root
node, the bounds of the node’s children and descendants are then
determined recursively, using the squarified treemap layout.

The treemap implementations differed primarily in how display
was handled. In all cases, only elements without children were ren-
dered. In the Java and Canvas implementation, a list of elements to
be displayed was accumulated as the file hierarchy was traversed.
The elements of the list were then rendered with the appropriate
rectangle drawing commands. For SVG, a path string for each rect-
angle was accumulated during the hierarchy transversal and then
stored as a single element in the document (Figure 3). Finally, the
pure HTML treemap (Figure 4) uses a corresponding <div> ele-
ment for each leaf, absolutely positioned within the display region
and surrounded by a one pixel black border.



Figure 3: SVG treemap implementation (Medium dataset)

Figure 4: Pure HTML treemap implementation (Small dataset)

3.3 Datasets

To test the scalability of the various web-native visualizations, we
chose data sets of ever increasing size. Each data set was larger
than its predecessor (in terms of entries) by roughly an order of
magnitude. For parallel coordinates, the data used was the standard
cars dataset [9, 10] and two datasets from molecular simulations
(Table 1). To ensure a fair comparison, tests were run using subsets
limited to eight data fields, the limit of the cars data set. For the
treemaps, three file hierarchies were used: A directory containing
programming projects for the Small dataset, a user’s home directory
for the Medium dataset, and a complete hard drive for the Large
dataset (Table 2). Each hierarchy was then flattened such that the
data file stored only the path and cumulative file size for each entry.

Figure 5: Invalid pure HTML rendering (Medium dataset).

Table 1: Parallel Coordinate Datasets

Dataset Size Lines Columns
Cars 32 kB 406 8
Disclination 604 kB 2664 24
Molecule 39.6 MB 140455 32

Table 2: Treemap Datasets

Dataset Size Entries Max Depth
Small 592 kB 9272 11
Medium 4.3 MB 55997 21
Large 80.3 MB 791931 22

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visually, the implementations have no distinct differences. All were
capable of displaying the data in a manner consistent with their Java
analogs, though the pure HTML renderer produced poor results on
the larger datasets (Figure 5). The primary difference is in perfor-
mance. Tables 3 and 4 record the averaged timings for the parallel
coordinates and treemap tests respectively, with Figures 6–7 sum-
marizing the trends. Uncertainty bars are not shown as they are too
small to be visible at the given scale. All times are given in mil-
liseconds. If for some reason timing was not possible, the entry is
“—”; reasons for such behavior are discussed further below.

Unsurprisingly, Java generally performed better in all measured
categories where the Java virtual machine did not run out of
memory—Java is more mature, byte-compiled, and has access to
hardware acceleration. While the amount of memory can be in-
creased, our tests were against baseline installations of Java where
control of the JVM may not be easily performed or familiar to users.
SVG performed next best, with non-selection performance within
an order of magnitude of the Java performance for smaller data sets
and better than Canvas until very large dataset size. However, as
the complexity of the SVG document increased, such as with the
treemap datasets, Canvas performed better in terms of display. Se-
lection was similar for Canvas vs. SVG. In terms of interactivity, if
we use 100ms as an upper threshold for “interactive” performance,
then selection was interactive or near interactive for most of the
tested systems except for the large Molecule dataset; web-native



Table 3: Parallel Coordinate Performance (msec)

Dataset OS Browser Code Load Layout Display Selection

Cars

OS X Firefox Java 68 —a 109 0.49
OS X Firefox SVG 149 29 195 13
OS X Firefox Canvas 152 21 609 15
OS X Safari Java 49 —a 35 0.34
OS X Safari SVG 14 16 17 18
OS X Safari Canvas 13 14 349 20
Vista Firefox Java 184 —a 13 0.48
Vista Firefox SVG 21 9 263 15
Vista Firefox Canvas 106 29 934 15

Disclination (8 cols.)

OS X Firefox Java 995 —a 741 3
OS X Firefox SVG 516 140 653 87
OS X Firefox Canvas 497 125 4770 89
OS X Safari Java 188 —a 35 2.57
OS X Safari SVG 233 127 142 134
OS X Safari Canvas 235 109 2274 139
Vista Firefox Java 83 —a 50 1.8
Vista Firefox SVG 546 117 2973 102
Vista Firefox Canvas 565 124 6011 112

Molecule (8 cols.)

OS X Firefox Java —c — — —
OS X Firefox SVG 36648 11758 48959 3831
OS X Firefox Canvas 36601 11546 241046 5659
OS X Safari Java —c — — —
OS X Safari SVG —c — — —
OS X Safari Canvas —c — — —
Vista Firefox Java —c — — —
Vista Firefox SVG 35376 12694 22026 —b

Vista Firefox Canvas 35070 11679 306375 4964
aLayout concurrent with loading. bCrashed on line selection. cOut of memory.
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Figure 6: Timing charts for the Parallel Coordinates Renderers (see Table 3). All times in msecs; charts use different log-scales.

rendering was interactive only for the smaller datasets.
Our SVG implementation uses paths, a sequence of pen move-

ment operations: One set of paths for selected lines and an-
other for the non-selected data. Most SVG implementations will
draw each element of this path immediately, which causes sig-
nificant refreshes of the display, leading to unacceptable perfor-
mance. To resolve this flaw, immediate rendering is disabled with
the SVG suspendRedraw Javascript command; after the en-
tire path is loaded, a redraw is forced and drawing is re-enabled
via forceRedraw and unsuspendRedraw respectively [13,
§5.17]. Even with this optimization, issues occured. Paths must
be stored in the web browser’s memory, usually in an intermediate
form, and this appears to severely degrade performance when the
memory requirements exceed a certain threshold. Browser SVG
implementations also possess a maximum path size which forces
us to add additional paths if a this limit is exceeded (about 100,000

characters per path). Performance degradation is still apparent in
both the Molecule parallel coordinates and the Large treemap tests:
SVG times either grew by two orders of magnitude (a superlin-
ear increase from previous timings) or failed to display due to lack
of memory or excessive processing. The path structure also hurts
selection performance as the treemap tests demonstrate: The non-
slected paths have to be traversed in order to remove the new selec-
tion and add it to the selected paths.

Canvas uses immediate mode rendering, with graphical elements
drawn as Javascript commands are issued. The rendering is doubled
buffered; partial rendering is only noticed if the browser must inter-
rupt the script to perform other tasks. This implementation is mem-
ory efficient, as only the initial data structures and the rasterized
pixels must be stored in memory. Thus, Canvas’ performance was
able to display our largest data set where SVG was not. However,
this rendering was nowhere near interactive rates, varying between



Table 4: Treemap Performance (msec)

Dataset OS Browser Code Layout Display Selection

Small

OS X Firefox Java 26 313 0
OS X Firefox SVG 818 62 3
OS X Firefox Canvas 482 453 0.6
OS X Firefox HTML 3182 —a 8
OS X Safari Java 60 66 0
OS X Safari SVG 1217 0.14 21
OS X Safari Canvas 890 146 0.3
OS X Safari HTML —b — —
Vista Firefox Java 28 8 0
Vista Firefox SVG 1480 92 5
Vista Firefox Canvas 572 393 0.5
Vista Firefox HTML 3164 —a 9

Medium

OS X Firefox Java 104 1693 0
OS X Firefox SVG 5303 347 2
OS X Firefox Canvas 3287 2464 0.6
OS X Firefox HTML 282015 —a 114
OS X Safari Java 102 354 0
OS X Safari SVG 8239 0.05 121
OS X Safari Canvas —c — —
OS X Safari HTML —b — —
Vista Firefox Java 112 40 0.1
Vista Firefox SVG 29759 689 8
Vista Firefox Canvas 3918 2118 0.3
Vista Firefox HTML 25587 —a 27

Large

OS X Firefox Java —c — —
OS X Firefox SVG —c — —
OS X Firefox Canvas 116168 74286 8.13
OS X Firefox HTML —d — —
OS X Safari Java —c — —
OS X Safari SVG —b — —
OS X Safari Canvas —c — —
OS X Safari HTML —b — —
Vista Firefox Java —c — —
Vista Firefox SVG —d — —
Vista Firefox Canvas 98614 25821 0.4
Vista Firefox HTML —d — —

aDisplay/layout concurrent. bNo output. cOut of memory. dFailed to terminate.

half a minute for the Large file hierarchy to half an hour for the full
Molecule dataset. As previously mentioned, selection times were
on par of faster than the SVG implementations; we believe this is
due to the lack of path updating in the Canvas case.

The pure HTML treemap implementation was disappointing,
performing significantly worse than all implementations exclud-
ing Safari’s SVG renderer in all cases where it functioned. While
HTML does render boxes natively, the structure of a typical docu-
ment does not posses the complexity we need for the treemap. The
highly nested boxes are not rendered correctly; extraneous lines or
other visual anomalies were present across browsers and operating
systems (Figure 5). In addition, like SVG, each <div> element
creates memory overhead in the parsed document tree, reducing
performance. For the largest dataset, no result was displayed even
after a few hours.

While there were some differences between operating systems,
within an OS, the performance trends were similar.

5 CONCLUSIONS

Web-native display technology has the potential to expand the im-
pact of visualization to areas where program applets in Java and

Flash are not available. However, the limitations of these technolo-
gies must be fully understood in order to appreciate their benefits.
We have contributed a scalability study of SVG, HTML5’s Can-
vas, and pure HTML display methods for parallel coordinates and
treemaps in order to explore this design space.

While Java had the best performance, SVG had adequate inter-
activity for medium or smaller datasets. When path sizes can be
minimized, SVG’s vectorized format appears to have the (slight)
advantage over Canvas’ immediate mode approach for the two vi-
sualization tested. We would expect even higher performance if
redundant elements in a path (such as data lines between the same
points) were removed. With care, SVG can handle very large vi-
sualizations as well. However, neither SVG nor Canvas are ideal if
large data visualization must be combined with interactive perfor-
mance. We do not recommend the use of pure HTML rendering as
it does not appear to be optimized for highly nested documents.

There are several areas that could be examined more thoroughly.
As mentioned, modern Java implementations are hardware acceler-
ated. To level the playing field, acceleration could be disabled for
Java or accelerated version of Canvas/SVG sought. Such a study
would get more at the fundamental differences of the display meth-
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Figure 7: Timing charts for the Treemap Renderers (see Table 4). All times in msecs; charts use different log-scales.

ods, not the effects of hardware. In addition, other traditional vi-
sualization methods such as graphs and scatterplots have yet to be
explored; these visualization use vastly different visual primitives
from the two methods presented here and could provide different
insights. Finally, further investigations into optimizations could be
performed. We purposefully tried to keep our implementations sim-
ilar across the Java and web-native architectures to test the archi-
tectures instead of our coding ability. However, finely tuned imple-
mentations would provide more accurate guidance for the ultimate
performance of these web-based techniques.
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